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Abstract

The one dimensional discrete ordinates code ANISN-F was used to calculate

the thermal neutron flux distribution in water from a Ra-Be neutron source.

The calculations were performed in order to investigate the different pos-

sibilities of the code as well as to verify the results of the calculations

in terms of comparisons to corresponding experimental data.

Two different group cross section libraries ware used in the calculations

and conclusions were drawn on the adequacy of these libraries for a fixed

source type calculation.

Furthermore, criticality calculations were performed for an infinite

homogeneous slab of multiplying material using different angular and spatial

approximations. The results of these calculations were then conpared no the

corresponding results previously obtained at this department by a different

method and a different code.
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1. Introduction

The one dimensional discrete ordinates transport code ANISN(1) has been widely

used by a large number of users for simple shielding and criticality calcula-

tions (2) . The original code has bren revised several times at different labo-

ratories in order to improve its capabilities and to better adjust it to spe-

cific problems. Thus, at present, there exist several versions of the same code

which are avilable from NEA Data Bank(3).

The normal documentation which is available from NEA Data Bank includes the

original user's manual written by Enqle Jr.(1), the ANISN-W user's manual(4-7)

plus a few sporadic notes which to a large extent assist the user to benefit

from the different options incornorated in the code. However, due to the

fact that the code has b™?n modified sevpral times and because of the lack of

an inclusive dccumentafcL. for each version, the user may f^ce some difficulties

when he intends to run the program for the first time. This is specially true

in the case of ÄNISN-F version as there exist only one page of informal notes,

in the NEA Data Bank documentation, which specifically refers to this version.

Even if the initial problems in running the program could be solved easily,

the user is usually bound to check the results of the calculations against

experimental data or some other accurate calculations in order to be sure of

the accuracy of the results obtained by using a specific version of the code.

The purpose of this work has been to run the ANISN-F version of the code, which

was recently obtained by our department, and to investigate the different capa-

bilities of the code as well as to verify the results of the calculations in

terms of comparisons with experimental data and previous calculations.

Special attention has been paid to the use of two different cross section

libraries which became available with the code from NEA Data Bank. These -TOSS

section libraries are further discussed in Chapter 2 and lists of their rrcup

structures and the materials included in each of them are given in Appendix 1.

Two problems were selected for the present calculations. The first problem was

a fixed source shielding type calculation namely the calculation of neutron

flux distribution from a Ra-Be neutron source placed in the center of a water
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tank. Furthermore, criticality calculations were performed for an infinite

slab of multiplying material. The results of these calculations were then

compared to the corresponding experimental and calculated data previously obtained

at this department.

2. General Description of the Code

ANISN is a one dimensional discrete ordinates code which was introduced by

W. W. Enqle, Jr.(1) as a result of further developement of ETF-II code(8) .

This code solves the one-dimensional, energy dependent linear Boltzmau

transport equation with general anisotropic scattering for slab, cylindrical

and spherical geometries. The neutron source may be fixed, fission or a sub-

critical combination of the two. Boundary conditions may be specified as vacuum,

reflective, periodic or white as well as specifying albedo ratios for each

group. The code can be used for a fixed source or eigenvalue (a or k) calcu-

lation as well as for criticality searches. The cross sections may be input

to the program from a library tape or by cards.

The ANISN code can also be used to reduce "many aroup" cross section data

to a "few group" set of cross sections. This is done through the use of cross

section weighting option included in the code by averaging the cross sections

over appropriate energy group limits. The cross sections are weighted with the

space and energy dependent flux calculated by ANISN using the many group cross

section data set.

Acccrdinq to the information available from NEA Data Bank, there are several

versions of the ANISN code available at present. These include ANISN-E. ANISN-F,

AN1SN-JR, ANISN-W, ANISN-C, ANISN-SRL and ANISN-FONTENAY (3) . ANISN-F, which

seere to be identical to ANISN-SRL, has been used for the present calculations

and, therefore, its soecial features will be discussed in more detail.

2.1. Special Features of ANISN-F

A now version of AN SN (ANISN-SRL) was reported by Clark and Hootman(9) in 1970.

This report, which is included in the ANISN documentation, explains the major

differences between the new version and the original code. The ANISN-F version
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was announced by NEA Data Bank in 1972(10) together with a brief information

on the special features of the new version. According to this information the

major modifications made to the code were identical to those reported by Clark

and Hootman in 1970. A description of the later modifications exist in the form

of a memorandum(9) which is included in ANISN documentation. According to this

memorandum the major modifications are as follows:

a) A 16 neutron energy group cross section set developed by Hansen and

Foach(11) has been incorporated in the code in the form of functional

subprograms. These cross sections, which are often used for criticality

calculations, contain P- scattering for H and D but are limited to PQ

scattering for all other nuclides in the transport approximation. Appro-

priate changes have been made to the input requirements of ANISN to allow

these cross sections to be called. The qroup structure of this cross

section set is given in Appendix 1. Also listed in this Appendix are the

cross sections included in the library together with their identifying

numbers. The input requirements to call this set of data are further

discussed in Appendix 2.

In addition to the Hansen-Roach cross section set, which is added to the

program in the form of subprograms, a separate 22 group coupled neutron

and gamma cross section library has also been generated to allow analysis

of complex shield compositions with restricted computer core volume (3ess

than 400 k). These cross sections which are available on tape can be read

in ANISN format with the help of ANISN-ANGL (ANISN GROUP LIBRARY) program.

These cross sections contain P., scattering for all nuclides. The energy

groups consist of 13 neutron energy groups (groups 1-13) and 9 gamma

energy groups (groups 14-22). Nuclides to be used in particular ANISN

calculation can be called by their identifying nunibers in ascending order.

The nuclides available in this library are listed in Appendix 1 together

with their identifying numbers. Also given in this Appendix are the energy

limits of the appropriate neutron and ganma energy groups.

Tnere are maior differences between the neutron energy group btructure of

tne two data libraries. The Hansen-Roach librarv includes 6 energy groups

in the low energ region (eV), 7 energy groups in the keV region and 3 groups

in the MeV region while the 22-group library consists of only one energy



group in the eV region, 4 energy groups in the keV region but 8 energy groups

in the MeV region.

b) A dose conversion option has been incorporated in the ANISN which converts

the neutron and photon fluxes at each zone interface to dose rate both in

millirad/hour and millirem/hour. The dose conversion factors are stored in

ANISN and can be called to calculate dose rates. These conversion factors

are listed in Appendix 1. The input requirement for this option is ex-

plained in Appendix 2.

c) An optional procedure is added to the code to siirplify the input of the

"cross section mixing table" required by ANISN. The "cross section mixing

table" is used by the code to combine elements into macroscopic mixtures

and to specify the method of the concentration search. In spite of its

great flexiblity, the mixing table in original ANISN is somewhat cum-

bersome to use. Therefore, modifications have been made to the code to

allow reading of an alternative mixing table which is much more straight-

forward. This option is specially provided for use in criticality calcu-

lations with Hansen-Roach cross sections. However, the same procedure

may be used for other types of calculations provided the order of scat-

tering is same in all zones. Description of input requirements to use

this simplified mixing table is given in Appendix 2.

In addition to the above mentioned modifications which were reported in

connection to ANISN-F, there exist another special option in ANISN/360

versions which is also available in ANISN-F. By using this option the few

group cross sections calculated by weighting a many group set of data in

the first ANISN run can be saved and used as input in the next run without

interruption. The input requirements for using this option are described in

Appendix 2.



3. Nature of the Problems Solved

Two problems were selected in order to verify the results of ANISN calcu-

lations. The choice of these problems was merely based on the availability

of the corresponding experimental or calculated data Dreviously obtained at

this department. Calculations were performed on an IBM/370 computer.

Case A : The first set of calculations was performed to verify the results

of ANISN calculation for a fixed source problem against the experimental data

presented by J. Collén(12) when measuring the neutron flux distribution in

water. In this experiment a Ra-Be neutron source was placed in the middle of

cylindrical tank (90 cm in diameter) filled with water to a height of 100 cm.

Neutrons were detected at different radial distances from the source with the

help of two identical BF^ detectors. The measurements were performed in order

to determine the absolute strength of the neutron source. The absolute deter-

mination of the source strength was made by relating the relative neutron flux

densities measured by BF-. detectors at one point (r=10 cm) to the corresponding

absolute value measured by activation technique using gold foils.

The detector count rates were given as a function of distance from the source

starting at 2.0 cm and as far as 31.5 cm in the steps of 0.5 cm. Also given

in this report, were the products r . C(r ) where r is the mean value radial
r c m m m

distance from the center of the source to the detector and the C(r ) is the

corresponding count rate. This product was used for comparison to the ANISN

calculation.

Case B : The second problem selected for the present study consisted of

criticaJity calculation for a homogeneous infinite slab of multiplying

media. Ctie group calculation (monoenergetic neutrons) and isotropic scat-

tering (Pn approximation) were considered and the resulting criticality

factors (C) were compared to those calculated by Dahl and Sjöstrand(13)

using Carlvik's(14) method as well as to the corresponding data calculated

bv Sjöstrand(15) using a simple discrete ordinates method.

The present calculations were performed for a 4 mean free path (m.f.p.) thick

slab with different angular and spatial approximations. The criticality

factor (C) is not directly calculable by ANISN but can be evaluated in terms

of »lie input cross sections. The Boltzmann equation in one group and assuming



isotropinq scattering can be written as:

where:

c =

(1)

(2)

f

and Z ,'L and Z, represent the macroscopic scattering, capture and

fission cross sections, respectively.

In the present calculations, the input cross sections were given a fixed

value while the value of v was varied until criticality was reached. The

criticality factor (C) was then evaluated according to the formula (2).

~l

4. ANISN Calculations

Case A: Fixed source problem

The water medium and the neutron source were approximated by two concen-

tric spheres of radius 44.25 and 0.75 cm respectively. The capsuling

material of the source (Monel allov) was homogenized and confined in the

source. The major composites of Monel are Ni (56 %) and Cu (29 % ) , however,

this allov was simply approximated by Ni as there exist no cross sections

for Cu in the libraries used in this work. 90 mesh points were chosen for

the spatial approximation of the problem. The first 3 points were placed

inside the source and the rest have been assumed inside the water medium.

The interval lengths inside the source and the water were 0.25 and 0.50 cm

respectively. The angular dependence was treated, in all calculations, by

Sft approximation using a set of completely symmetric quadrature recommended

in the ANISN user's manual.

Two cross section libraries were used in the present calculations namely

the 22 group coupled neutron-gamma library and the 16 group (Hansen-Roach)

cross section set. The calculations enploying the 22-group library were

performed with ?3 approximation for the neutron scattering while only P.

approximation could be used in the calculations using Hansen-Roach cross

sections.
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The spectrum of the Ra-Be source, expressed in the appropriate energy groups,

is required by the code as a input data. This spectrum is relatively well

known above 1.5 MeV where several experimental data are available(16-18).

However, below this energy the information is ven' Door. In this energy region,

there exist experimental data reported by Zill(19) which show a rather large

neutron yield at energies around 250 keV These data disagree drastically

with the corresponding neutron yields calculated by Hess(20)(by a factor of 3.5)

or those calculated by Geiger and Van der Zwan(21) (by about a factor of 4).

Thus, there exist large discrepancies in the available information on the low

energy part of the ka-Be spectrum. According to Geiger and Van der Zwan(21)

the fraction of neutron with energies below 1.5 MeV can be as high as 26 % of

the total source neutrons. Therefore, the uncertainties in this energy region

can affect the accuracy of the calculations wiiere these low energy neutrons

are of importance.

The Ra-Be spectrum chosen for the oresent calculations was constracted in

the following way. Above 1.5 MeV, the spectrum measured by Kluge(16) was

adopted while below this energy the calculated spectrum reported by Geiger

and Van der Zwan(21) was used (case 1). The later spectrum was normalized

to the former one using the ratio of the total neutron yield above 1.5 MeV

of the respective spectrum as normalization factor. To check the effect of

uncertainties in the low energy part of the spectrum on the results of cal-

culations, additional calculations were performed using the same spectrum

as in case 1 above 1.5 MeV but with the one measured by Zill(19) (case 2) and

calculated by Hess(20) (case 3) below this energy. The numerical values of

these spectra are given in Table 1 and the results are discussed in chapter 5.

Case B: Criticality calculations

One enerav group was considered for these calculations with the P« approx-

imation of the scattering (isotropic scattering). The microscopic capture,

scattering and fission cross sections were fixed to values of 95.0, 10.0

and 516.0 barns, respectively, but the value of v was changed in successive

calculations until criticalitv was reached. The cross sections, which were
935

in fact equal to those of ' U at thermal energy (11), were input to the code

by cards. Thus, none of the cross section libraries used in the previous



calculations (case A) were used. In practice, the value of C for exact

criticality (k=1.000000) was found bv interpolation between two C values

correspondinq to two k values very close to unity.

The thickness of the slab was fixed to a value equal to 4 m.f.p. Thus,

using a macroscopic total cross section of 29.8 cm"1, the thickness of the

slab was calculated to a value of 0.134 cm. Calculations were made for

several annular and spatial approximations. Thus, calculations were made

with S^, Sg and S16 angular approximations using 20, 40 and 80 mesh inter-

vals for spatial approximation.

5. Results and Discussions

Case A; Fixed source problem

The results of ANISN calculations consist of neutron flux distribution

for each group and interval as well as reaction rates calculated for B

in. each interval. The later results were used for comparisons to the

experimental data as they were supposed to better represent the response

of BF^ detectors which were used in the measurements. However, it was

found that the shape of neutron distributions as a function of distance

for B activities and thermal neutron flux are almost identical. The

values of reaction rates were multiplied bv the scruare of the distance

from the source (interval midpoints) to correspond to the available

experimental data. No absolute conr>arison of the calculated and measured

data was possible as the onlv available experimental data were the detec-

tor count rates. Thus, the calculated distributions were normalized to

the experimental ones at one point (9.50 cm) .

The results of ANISN calculations using 22-group and 16-qroup cross section

libraries are compared to the experimental data in Fig. 1. The spectrum

of Ra-Be neutron source used in these calculations was according to case 1,

which was mentioned earlier. Fig. 2, shows the results of calculations

using the 22-group library for Ra-Be spectra according to cases 1-3.
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As it is evident from Fia. 1, the eaU-ulnted data obtained with the 22-aroup

) ibrarv are systematically hiqner than the exnerimental data at distances

close to the source while rather oood atTreement was obtained at larger

distances. The state of agreement between calculated and experimental data

Is almost reversed when the 16-qroun library is used. Rather pood agreement

uas obtained at smaller distances while the calculated data were lower

than the experimental ones at distances far from the source.

The reason for this discrooancv can onlv be the use of two different

cross section libraries as the rest of input oararaeters were unchancjed

in the calculations. There are two major differences in these cross section

libraries name]v the different energy group structure and the deoree of

the anproximation used for anisotrooic scatterinq. To check whether the

later parameter can cause these discrepancies, the sane calculation was

performed with 22-qroup library but with P.. approximation. The result of

this calculation, which is shown in Fiq. 3, shows that the calculated data

*o]low the same trend when comnared to the experimental data as when P,

annroximation was used.

Or the basis of the results of this work, it was concluded that the dis-

crepancy between the calculated data, usinq two different cross section

libraries, is caused by the difference in the group cross sections. Further-

more, on the basis of followina analysis, it was assumed that the main

reason for this discrepancy is the different arouo structure of the cross

section libraries. It is evident that at distances close to the source the

low energy neutrons contribute more to the thermal neutron density while

at larger distances, the higher energy neutrons (̂ rom the source) are

re.Tjjonsible for the thermal neutron oopulation. The 22-croup library has

very poor enerqy group description at low energy but it includes rather

large number of enerov groups at higher eneroies. Thus, the calculations

made by usino this o'ata library agree well with the experimental data at

laracr distances from the source while discrepancies were found at distances

near the source. The situation in the case of 16-group library is reversed

,\s this 1ibrary includes a large number of groups at low neutron energies

but onlv a few energy qrouDS at hiaher energies.
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The results of ANISN calculations using different Ra-Be spectra, which are

shown in Fig. 2, clearly indicate that the uncertainty in the intensity of

the low energy part of the source spectrum will affect the calculated results

at distances close to the source. Furthermore, it is evident that the calcu-

lated curve using Ra-Be spectrum according to case 1 agrees better with the

experimental data than those calculated with the spectrum according to cases 2

and 3. The disagreement between the results of case 1 and case 3 calculations

is rather small while the calculated data according to case 2 disagrees dras-

tically from the results of case 1 and case 3 calculations. Thus, it can be

concluded that the measured spectrum according to Zill(19) is rather unreal-

istic.

The results of this work suggest that neither of che cross section libraries

used in this work are adequate enough for an accurate shielding type cal-

culation where both fast neutrons and a strong moderator are present. Also,

it can be assumed that if an alternative cross section library with more

rigorous group structure is used for the same calculations the calculated

results will agree with the experimental ones at all distances from the

source which were considered in this work.

Case B: Criticalitv calculations

The results of the calculations are shown in Table 2 where the calculated

eigenvalues are listed for each angular and spatial approximation. Also

included ir, the Table, are the values of vYf used in the calculations as

weT as the interpolated value of the criticality factor (C). The C values

obtained by interpolation for different spatial approximation but for the

same anoular approximation were extrapolated to an infinitelv small interval

by means of Richardsson extrapolation(22). The dependence on the mesh

interval id) has been assumed as C = CQ + ad where CQ is the extrapolated

value. Furthermore, the criticalitv factors which were evaluated by this

procedure for a oiven annular approximation were extrapolated to obtain

the C value for an infinitt-ly Large number of angles. The dependence on the
2 4

step length was assumed as C = C + a.h + a2h where C^ is the criticality

factor found in S approximation, C. is the extrapolated value and h is an
n 0

average step length inversely proportional to the number of angles used in S
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calculation. Ev usinq this procedure, the extrapolated values could be

culated from the following formula

C0 " C16
1 1

(3:

The ^inal results are shown in Table 3 where the values of C which were

obtained bv extrapolation are listed. Also shown in the Table are the

corresponding results calculated bv Sjöstrand(15) and bv nahl and Sjöstrand(13)

for comparisons.

The results of this work agree very well (within about 0.01 per cent) with

similar results calculated by Sjöstrand(15) using discrete ordinates method

as well as those reported by Dahl and Sjöstrand(13) who calculated the C val-

ues using Carlvik's method(14).

No comments concerning the nuclear data libraries (used in case A calculations)

could be made as no cross section library was used in these calculations. The

cross sections were, instead, input by cards and the value of v was changed

in different calculations. Furthermore, considering the definition for C in

equation (2), it is clear that the results of these calculations are insensitive

to the variation of the cross sections.
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Table 1. Ra-Be neutron source spectra according to cases 1-3. The energy

groups correspond to 22-group library and the total neutron

yield of the source is normalized to 1.568x10 which was measured

by Collén(12).

Group No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Case 1

22558

201412

186353

212706

167529

169412

109176

175059

180706

143059

0

0

0

Case 2

17568

156654

144941

165438

130301

131765

84915

134693

147869

453856

0

0

0

Case 3

22267

198551

183706

209685

165150

167006

107627

170718

187418

155872

0

0

0
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Table 2. Criticality factor (C) obtained in various calculations with

different angular and spatial approximations.

No. of mesh points "f

20 0.9979080

1.0002537

1.0000000

1.108543

1.111111

1.110833

G78.405

680.000

(Interpolation)

40 C.9980392 1.10t543 678.405

1.0003862 1.111111 680.000

1.0000000 1.110688 (Interpolation)

30

20

80

0.9980706 1.108543 678.405

1.0004177 1.111111 680.000

1.0000000 1.110654 (Interpolation)

0.9993529 1.108543 678.405

1.0002289 1.109501 679.000

1.0000000 1.109251 (Interpolation)

0.9994795 1.108543 678.405

1.0003557 1.109501 679.000

1.0000000 1.109112 (Interpolation)

0.9995091 1.10854 i 678.405

1.0003862 1.109501 679.000

1.0000000 1.109079 (Interrelation)

L



Table 2. Continued

15 ~l

16

No. of mesh points

20

40

80

0.9996672 1.108543 678.405

1.0001011 1.109018 678.700

1.0000000 1.108907 (Interpolation)

0.9997940 1.108543 678.405

1.0002279 1.109018 678.700

1.0000000 1.108768 (Interpolation)

0.9998226 1.108543 678.405

1.0002584 1.109018 678.700

1.0000000 1.108736 (Interpolation)
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Table 3. Criticality factor (C) obtained by AHISN calculation with

different approximations together with those obtained from

extrapolation. The correspondinq results of Ref. 13 and 15

are also included for corrparisons.

No. of
mesh points

20

40

80

Extrapolation

Ref. 13

Ref. 15

1.

1.

1.

1.

S4

110833

110688

110654

110643

1

1

1

1

S8

.109251

.109112

.109079

.109068

1

1

1

1

S16

.108907

.108768

.108736

.108725

Extrapolation
(Formula 3)

1.108779

1.108657

1.108627

1.108616

1.108468

1.108466



Fig. 1 . RN.ISN calculations using different data libraries.
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Fig.2. RNISN calculations using different source spectra.
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Fig.3. RNISN calculations using different P-N approximations
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A:x*:ndix 1.

Thf enenrv group structure of the 22-group and the 16-qroup cross section

libraries, used for the present calculations, are given in this Appendix

together with 1ists of materials (cross sections) contained in each li-

brarv. Also given in this Appendix are the dose conversion factors which

are incorporated in the code and are used for dose rate calculations.

1. 22-group coupled neutron ganma cross section library

a. Grouo structure

GrouD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Neutrons

No. Energy limits

10.0-14.9 MeV

6.7-10.0 MeV

5.49-6.7 MDV

4.49-5.49 MeV

3.68-4.49 MsV

3.01-3.68 *feV

2.02-3.01 MeV

0.907-2.02 MeV

408-907 keV

111-408 keV

15.0-111 keV

0.414-15000 eV

0.0-0.414 eV

Group

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Gantnas

No. Energy

6.0-10.0

5.0-6.0

4.0-5.0

3.0-4.0

2.0-3.0

0.9-2.0

400-900

120-400

10.0-120

limits

MeV

MeV

MeV

MeV

MsV

MeV

keV

keV

keV



b. Cross sections and their identification numbers

A2

Ident. No. Description

10010-13

10020-23

30060-63

30070-73

40000-03

50100-03

60120-23

70140-43

80000-03

110000-03

120000-03

130000-03

140000-03

160000-03

190000-03

200000-03

220000-03

230000-03

240000--O3

250000-03

260000-03

280000-03

300000-03

480000-03

740000-03

820000-03

922380-83

Hydrogen (PQ--13)

Deuterium (p0~
p
3)

Lithium-6
T,ithium-7

Bervllium
Boron-10 I

Carbon (P.

( p

C

(P

-P

Nitroqen-14
Oxygen {Pr

Sodium (p.

,-P

,"P

0~P3
Q-P3)

0-P3>

3 )

(Po-P3)

3»
Magnesium (P..-P.J

Aluminum ;P--P )

Silicon (P -Pj

Sulfur (PQ-P3)

Potassium (PQ-PJ

Calcium (PQ-P-J)

Titanium (P -P.J

Vanadium (Pn~P,)

Chromium (Pn~
p
3)

Manganese (P--P-.)

Iron (PQ-P3)

Nickel (PQ-
p
3)

Zinc (PQ"P3)

Cadmium (P -P̂ .)

Tungsten (P--P.J

Lead (PQ-P3)

Uranium (P--P.J
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cross section I ibran.' (Hanson-Roach cross sections)

t -n mp structure

Gr

Cross

Id .

1

•1

-.

7

8

10

11

12

i •;

*

* *
di:

oi ip Mo.

1

2

>,

4

r,

f.

7

8

IlnertTv l imits

3 - •• MeV

1.4-3 ffcV

0 . 9 - 1 . 4 MeV

0 . 4 - 0 . 9 MeV

0.1 -0 . 4 MeV

17-100 keV

3-17 keV

0.55-3 keV

Group

9

10

11

12

1 3

14

IS

16

sections and their identification

No.

ssion s

I: M ' i ' . i

Mater ia l rd. No.

II* 14
**

II 15

D 16

I, i -6 17

l,i-7 18

lie 19

B 20

C 21

N 22

<) 2 3

I' 24

Na 2r>

Me? 26

;ix:-ctrum woi<!ht iru;

[ht. i nn

No.

nunters

Material

AT

Si

S

CM

K

Ca

Cr

Mn

T'e

Ni

Mo

Cd

\>h

Î nercf\' l imits

100-Sr)0 eV

30-100 cV

10-30 ev

3-10 eV

1-3 cV

0.4-1 eV

0.1-0.4 cV

Thermal (0 .

Id . No.

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

.025 eV)

Mater ia l

Co

C,a

Zr

1Mb

Ce

Ta

'Hi

U-233

U-234

U-235

U-238

Pu-239

Pu-240
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c. Dose conversion factors

Group
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Neutrons

Average
*

m rad
eneray (MeV) hr.

12.5

8.3

6.0

5.0

4.1

3.3

2.5

1.5

0.66

0.26

0.06

0.007

Thermal

0.02262

0.0215

0.0186

0.01736

0.0165

0.0160

0.01562

0.0145

0.0100

0.0056

0.00285

0.00180

0.00124

*
m rem

hr.

0.147

0.147

0.142

0.139

0.134

0.130

0.125

0.130

0.105

0.056

0.020

0.0056

0.00373

Group
No.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Games

Average
*

m rad
energy (MeV) hr.

8.0

5.5

4 .5

3.5

2.5

1.6

0.6

0.26

0.07

0.0081

0.0061

0.0054

0.0045

0.0036

0.0031

0.0014

0.00065

0.00015

*
m rem

hr .

0.0081

0.0061

0.0054

0.0045

0.0036

0.0031

0.0014

0.00065

0.C0015

* 2
The conversion factors are qiven for 1 neutron (photon) / cm -sec.
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Aooendix 2.

Some general information on the input requirements of ANISN-F will be

qiven in this Appendix. It should be noted that only those input requirements

which were different from the oriqinal ANISN have been considered.

1. Input requirements for using the Hansen-Roach cross section liT rary and

the modified mixing table (P. approximation is considered).

15$

IGCT " Order of scattering " is equal to 1

IHM " Table length" is equal to 9

IGM " No. of groups " is equal to 16

MTP " No. of materials from library " is equal to the number of

" nuclides " used in the calculation independently from the order

of scattering.

Ml' " No. of materials " is the sum of the number of " nuclides " (MTP)

and the number of " mixtures " independently from the order of

scattering.

MS " Mixing table length ": See below under " Modified mixing table ".

13$

Material identification numbers (accordinq to Apoendix 1) are entered in this

array in the order of ascending numbers. When P.. approximation is used, ANISN

expects two times MTP materials to be read from this array. Therefore, it is

necessary to enter MTP times " zero " after the insertion of the last

identification number.

9$

" Material number by zone " would be the mixture number by zone according

to the modified mixing table.

10H (Instead of 10$, 11$, 12*) " Modified mixing table "

To read this modified mixing table it should be noted that the cross sections

read from the library for each " nuclide " will be given a material number

(component number) in the same order as they are read. The mixtures will also

be then identified by mixture numbers which are independent from conponent

numbers. Thus, if e. g. there are two mixtures identified in the problem, then

the mixture numbers will be 1 and 2. The mixing table will be read in a

I
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special format i. e. (3(215, E10)). These data must be preceded by a card

containing " 10H " in the first three positions and a " T " in the position 15.

The mixing table in the case of the present calculation i? shewn below:

Mixing Table

Mixture No.

1

0

2

3

Component No.

1

3

4

2

Number Density

0.0668

0.0334

0.0913

0.1304

The length of mixing table (MS), in this case, is equal to 4.

The actual input data in 13$ and 10H arrays for the above mentioned problem

were as follow:

13$

T

10H

1

3

1

2

T

.0668

.1304

3 .0334

10 23 4Z

4 .0913

Material identification numbers 1, 7, 10 and 23 (specified in 13$) represent

nuclides H, B, O and Ni respectively. These nuclides are shown in the mixing

table by component numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The mixture numbers

1, 2 and 3 represent water, Ni and B respectively.

22$

" Material number for activities " should be given according to the mixture

number used in the modified mixing table. In the case of the present cal-

culations, this number was equal to 3 which represents the B cross sections

Note: Although AMISN input has been modified to allow the application of

flansen-Roach library and the modified mixing table, the output of the code

has not been changed. Thus, the material numbers which will be printed in

the output correspond to the original ANISN and not to the modified one.
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••'>i<r(.-rnro, ;.'. I. the value? o r "'fl'l1 and NT1' in the " input summary table "

•anted in the AMSN output: will te two tints the actual input values when

'\ approximation is used. Also the value of MS printed in this table

:< >rres[xxids to the length o r the oriuinal mixing taljle of ANISN.

\

2. Input requirement for calculating dose rates

The onlv retirement to print dose rates is tc use 101=10 in the 15$. Tn this

case the dose rates will Ix? calculated usinq the dose conversion factors

••tiven in Appendix 1.

?>. Input requirements For col lansinn a " many ffroup " cross section set in

•o a " t?ew arourj " set.

As mentioned in the text, ANISN can txj used for collapsing a " many group "

cr.«s section set in to a " few group " set. Furthermore, by using ANISN-F,

it is possible to write the weighted cross sections on taoe/disk in order

to road them as input to tho next ANISN calculation without interruption.

This is done bv setting IFG=J in the first case and IFG=2 in tine second

.vise. Furthermore, in the second case, the value of 1WP is equal tc zero

and the number o*~ energy 'iroups (IGM) and cross section table length (IUM)

must !x:> set accordinci to the few group parameters defined in 27$.

•Mthouqh, the input requirements for this type of calculation are rather

straightforward, special attention must lx? paid to the input of the cross

section nixing table and other material nurrters in the second case when

the cross sections weiahting has teen txjrformed (in the first case) in

wire than one zone. In such a condition, ANISN first performs the cross

section weighting for all materials which are defined in zone 1 and

identify their, by new material numters starting from 1, then continues to

wight the cross sections for materials in zone 2 and so on. Therefore,

the material numbers will te changed and the new material numbers must

be used in the second case.

This situation is further clar^Mod in the follow!no example. In the case

•'if the present calculation two zones have Ix̂ en used. The first zone was

assumed as Mi and the second zone contained water. The material numix:rs
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wf • *h were input in the first and the second case are ciiven in the following

r..t'!.'!O. The on ler of scattering is assumed to !x? equal to 1 (ISCT=1) .

ii (Po)

° (Po)

o (p )

Ni (Pf))

Ni (P )

Material

First case

1

2

3

4

6

number

Second case

4

5

h

1

2


